
I ntrod uctio n 
Appropriating money for postsecondary education is one of the 
most important roles state legislators play in public higher education 
policy. The appropriations process determines the level of state 
commitment to its institutions of higher education. Many different 
factors enrer into decisions about how much funding should be 
appropriated - some of them straightforward and some of them 
compl icated and disconnected . This brief examines the nuts and 
bolts of the state higher education appropriations process. especially 
in to ugh fiscal t~mes. It is during these times that legislatures are 
particularly influenced by outside pressures. Higher education 
fiscal policy thar is strategic and connected to state goals. as well 
as to tuition and financial aid policy, provides stability for students, 
institutions, c1nd the state. 

Education is the single-largest item in state budgets . comprising 
nearly half of all appropriations. On average. about 33 percent of 
state budgets go ro K-12 education. and about 12 percent of state 
budgets go to higher education. With such significant revenue 
involved. it is small wonder that state legislators take appropriations 
decisions very seriously. But appropriations decisions for higher 
education are affected by many factors outside of higher education 
policy. such as t he demands of other state budget items - primarily 
Medicaid, corrections, and transportation. Public attitudes toward 
taxation. the general state of the economy. and other state spending 
priorities also have an impact. The economy is particularly influential 
in determining h igher education decisions: in good times higher 
education does well in state budgets. and in bad times it does poorly 
compared to other budget items. 

You've probably heard higher education described as the "balance 
wheel" of state budgets. That's because many states determine the 
amount of appropriations to higher education by seeing what's left 
after other spending priorities have been taken care of. Legislators 
are able to approach higher education fonding this way because, 
unlike all other budget irems, higher education has a built-in revenue 
generator in the form of tuition. If the state funds higher education 
at a lower level than the previous year. legislators often assume that 
decreased revenue can be made up by increasing tuition . And . in fact. 
this is how most states determine higher education appropriations. 
What's often absent is a coherent, coordinated fiscal policy that 
is linked to specific, statewide higher education outcomes and 
objectives. 

The results of this haphazard budgeting process have been 
particularly apparent in recent years. From 2000 ro 2005. states 
witnessed record tuition increases. The.se tuition increases were 
due in large part to state budget cuts to higher education because 
of difficult economic times. Then. between 2006 and 2008. as state 
economies (and thus state budgets) recovered. state legislatures were 
able to make up for the earlier cutbacks and infuse additional dollars 
to higher education. This process of cutting back higher education in 



bad times and increasing fund ing in good times is 
difficult for states and for students because: 

► Funding decisions are not connected to specific 
policy objectives. 

► Institutions are not able to effectively plan from 
year to year or for the future. 

► Students may experience significant tuition 
increases. 

Tough economic times are not only hard on states 
buc also are hard on students and families who may 
be priced out of higher education when tuition 
rises. 

Higher Education Revenue and the 
State Role 
Public institutions receive most of their funding 
from either the state (through appropriations) 
or students (through tuition). Institutions also 
receive small amounts of revenue from the federal 
government (primarily in the fonn of research 
grants) and from donors, such as corporations or 
alumni, but these funds are often restricted to 
specific purposes (see Figure 1 ).1 
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State and local governments provided 583.5 billion 
in direct support for general operating expenses 
of public and independent higher education 
institutions in 2007. In addition, public institutions 
collected net tu ition revenue of$39.4 billion 
during that same year. The state is by far the largest 
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contributor to state higher education, providing 
nearly 9 1 percent, with 88 percent coming from 
appropriations from state tax revenue. 171ree 
percent comes from non-tax appropiiations such 
as state lotteries (a small•but-growing portion of 
state funds). 0.4 percent comes from state-funded 
endowments earnings. and 0.2 percent from oil and 
mineral extraction fees or other lease income. 

On average. 79 percent ($65.9 billion) of the state 
higher education appropriation goes toward 
the general operating expenses of public higher 
education institutions; 12 percent is used for special 
purpose appropriations for research. agricultural 
extension, and medical education: 8.4 percent is 
set aside for student financial aid programs; and 0.3 
percent directly supports independent or private 
institucions.2 

St at e Higher Education Funding 
Approaches 
Appropriations directed to institutions for support 
of general operating appropriations may be made 
in two categories: base institutional funding for 
the creation and maintenance of the educational 
capacity of the institution or special-purpose 
funding (often referred to as performance or 
incentive funding) intended 10 promote specific 
state priorities. 

In determining these funding decisions, states use 
three basic approaches: 

Base plus. The prior year's funding is the starting 
point. and adjustments are made to reflect cost•Of• 
living and enrollment changes. Funding decisions 
are thus made incrementally and are primarily based 
on funding !eve.ls from previous years. This process 
creates stability for the state, institutions. and 
students but lacks a connection to specific policy 
priorit ies or other changes in the state. 

Fonnulas. Higher education funding formulas are 
based on such things as the number of students 
served. faci lity maintenance costs. fee levels, and 
the number of out-of-stare students and level of 
out•of-state tuition. This creates dear messages 
to institutions about what is valued and. thus, 
whar is funded. State legislators need to make 
sure the elements offunding formulas connect to 
overall state priorities and don't create unintended 
consequences as institutions make decisions to 
maximize the amount of state funding. 



Performance funding. A po11ion of funds are linked 
to reward specific perfonnance outcomes. such 
as the number of students graduated (rather than 
enrolled) and che number of underrepresented 
students served. TI1is allows states an opportunity 
to clearly articulate state funding priorit ies. but 
typically only a small porcion of higher educacion 
funding (5 to 20 percent) is allocated in this way. 

Policies in Sync: Connecting 
Appropriations, Tuition, and 
Financial Aid 
Appropriations decisions affect tuition. In prattice, 
appropriations and tuition policy decisions are not 
connected - they're made at different times by 
different people. In many states, the legislature, 
while controlling the state appropriations process. 
doesn't have a role in tuition setting. Furthennore, 

and the amount funded by students through 
tuition. A large part of this shift is due to difficul t 
state budget conditions that have caused states 
to decrease contributions through appropriacions 
to higher education. States make up for these 
decreases by increasing tuition. 

Table 1 reports national averages: the national 
trend has been to decrease the state share of higher 
education funding (.ippropriations) and increase the 
student/family share (tuition). But, states vary widely 
in their philosophies about the balance between the 
state and student/family share of higher education, 
from a low of 11.5 percent derived from tuition in 
New Mexico to a high of79.3 percent in Vennont.' 
Stares find this balance in different ways, largely 
based on culture and tradition. For instance, New 
Mexico's public policy is that tuition should be as 
low as possible to enable the largest number of 
students to participate. Vermont's public policy 

as tuition rises. more 
students require some form 
offinancial assistance in 
order to attend college. It is 
clear the three fiscal levers -
appropriations, tuition. and 
financial aid - ,,re closely 

It is clear how the three fiscal levers -
appropriations, tu ition, and f inancial 
aid - are closely linked, but legislative 
policy decisions are not. 

takes a different approach, 
emphasizing high tuition for 
those who can afford college 
and significant publicly 
provided financial aid for 

linked. but legislative policy decisions involving them 
are not. Typically, decisions about appropriations 
are made at one time by a legislative committee; 
decisions about tuition are made at another t ime 
by another committee or by entit ies from outside 
oflegislatures - for example, boards of regents. 
Financial aid decisions often are made at different 
t imes and may be made by different actors. This 
diffuse process makes it very difficult (but not 
impossible) for legislators to consider the three 
important fiscal policy levers ''in sync." 

An important trend in higher education funding 
during the last 20 years has been the gradual-but
significant shift in the amount of higher education 
revenue funded by states through appropriations 

Table 1. Change in Share of Higher 
Education Revenue from Tuition and State 
Appropriat ions 

1982 1997 2007 

Appropria tions 78% 69% 64% 

Tuition 22% 31% 36% 
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those who cannot. 

Making strategic, well-connected higher education 
appropriations decisions is no easy task for state 
legislators. Legislative appropriations decisions are 
a responsibility of legislative budget committees. 
which weigh all of the different state budget 
needs. But it is the legislative education or higher 
education committees that typically make specific 
higher education policy decisions. In addition, 
appropriations decisions are made instirucion by 
institution. That is why the presidents of universities 
are a snong presence at legislative budget hearings, 
where they promote their institutions. Legislative 
alumni of different institutions often weigh in to 
protect their former colleges and universities. 

Direct support of higher education is made primarily 
through state budget appropriations to institutions. 
But looking at appropriations alone will only reveal 
one important part of the picture. The state also 
contributes significantly to higher education by 
funding students through student financial aid 
programs. Financial aid. after all, allows many 
students to attend college who would otherwise not 
be able to. 



Table 2. Perspectives on State and Local Government Higher 
Education Funding Effort, by State 

Fi.seal 2007 Fiscal 2005 

Higher 
Educ.ation 

Higher Supporl' per Higher 
Education S-1000 of Education Allocation 
Support' Personal Support1 to Higher 

State Per Capita2 Income (thousandst Education 

Alabama S364 S l 1.24 Sl.2 15.325 10.4\ 
Alaska 421 10.42 235,726 8m 
Arizona 281 8.50 1.462.964 7.9\ 
Arbn$as 287 9.55 6(,7.259 8.3% 
Cillifomia 361 8.68 10.805.726 7.3% 
Colorado 144 3.50 641 .23-0 4.1\ 
Connecticut 264 4.87 787.%7 4.1% 
Delaware 262 6.45 203.478 5.8\ 
Florida 197 5.12 3.022.536 5.0\ 
Georgia 289 8.65 2,451 .758 8.7% 
Hawaii 392 10,00 409.727 7.4\ 
Idaho 252 8.08 350.259 8.3\ 
Illinois 278 6.90 3,316,264 6.7% 
Indiana 230 6.83 1.417.478 6.6°0 
Iowa 285 8. 15 784,526 8.0% 
Kans.is 348 9.45 887,032 9.4\ 
Kentucky 299 9.60 1.084.892 8.7\ 
Louisiana 340 9.78 1,287,849 8.9% 
Maine 197 5.85 240,691 4.6\ 
Maryland 309 6.71 1,418,341 5.8\ 
Massachusetts 199 4.06 1,131,093 3.8% 
Michiga11 255 7.27 2.431,592 6.8°0 
Minnesota 269 6.57 1.27'.1,328 •. ot 
Mississippi 3 18 11.01 806,1 19 10.8\ 
Missouri 193 5.60 1,070.825 6.lt 
Montana 185 5.71 156,024 5.7\ 
Nebraska 378 10.38 597,5 18 9,0\ 
Nevada 242 5.98 548.794 6.1\ 
New Hampsl'lire 94 2.27 11 5,367 2.6% 
N('wjersey 251 5.09 2,082.506 4,8°0 
New Mexico 52 1 16.57 766.844 12.6% 
New York 320 6,75 5,209,042 4.6~ 
North Carolina 40 1 11.92 2,936.456 10.8% 
North Oakot.i 337 9.68 201.545 9.5% 
Ohio 204 5.86 2,228,056 5.3% 
Oklahoma 295 8.64 8 17,666 8.lt 
Oregon 182 5.24 646.056 5.6% 
Pe,~nsylvania 182 4.69 2,1 17,998 4.5\ 
Rhode Island 186 4.70 184.(,04 3.8t 
South Carolina 259 8.36 1,025.1 96 8.5% 
South Oakc)ta 226 6.67 163.452 7.4% 
Tennesse~ 242 7.28 1,301,578 8-0% 
Texas 286 7.68 5,905,955 8.4-\ 
Utah 271 8.70 646,9 14 8.9% 
Vermont 136 3.70 78,00') 3.0\ 
Virginia 242 5,86 1.493.616 5.3% 
Washington 252 6.24 1.411,664 6.1% 
Wesc- Virginia 251 8.51 426.409 7.0\ 
Wisco1,sin 283 7.86 1.466,328 6.8\ 
Wyoming 705 16.30 298.590 11.2% 

u.s. $277 S7. 19 S72,230,173 G.st 
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In terpret ing Trend s in State Higher 
Education Appropriat ions 
It is often difficult for state legislators to figure out 
whether state appropriations to higher education 
are increasing or decreasing. On the one hand, 
student groups and university presidents may d aim 

Recommendat ions 
Sawy legislators will pay attention to national 
trends because they are interesting and it is 
important to put state trends in a n~1tional context. 
State legislators should be aware of what o ther 
states are doing, especially neighboring states. 

because it could affect their that legislators have cut 
funding. On the other hand, 
legislators can see that the 
to tal dollars appropriated 
for state higher education 
h.is grown. How can 
legislators make sense of 
this"/ 

Every time legisla tors make a decision students and institutions. 
But at the same time. they 
should consider the many 
ways states differ in the 
appropriations process and 
decision·making and the 
different ways of analyzing 

to allocate public dollars to higher 
education - through the appropriations, 
tu ition, or financial aid processes - they 
need to remember that a decision in 
one area will have implications for other 
areas. and measuring state 

support. Table 2 from the State 
Higher Education Executive 
Officers (SI IEEO) shows different ways to consider 
and evaluate state higher education fund ing.• 

lo make sense of data on higher education 
spending, the best .:1dvice for legislators is to 
understand the different ways of looking at higher 
education funding and specifically the state 
contribution. National trends often hide important 
state trends. For example, states decreased per• 
student appropriations to public higher education 
by 7. 7 percent on average during the five-ye.-1r 
1>eriod from 2002 to 2007. But five states decreased 
appropriations by 20 percent or more. This ranged 
from a decrease of26 percent in Colorado; to 
relatively slight changes (less than 5 percent) in 
Washington. Mississippi. Utah. and Texas: to an 
increase of 29 percent in Wyoming.• 

Be av,1are also l'hat trends of one indicator may 
be very different from those of t1nother indicator 
- and people will use the particular measure that 
is supportive ofrheir point of view. For example. 
while the share of state budgets devoted to higher 
education has decreased during the past several 
years, the amount spent by states on higher 
education has increased. It went from $67.8 billion 
in 200 1 to S83.S bil lion in 2007.' Enrollment has 
increased - from 7.4 million to 10.2 million since 
1982. Meanwhile, higher education appropriations 
per FTE have grown 9.7 percent from 2005 to 2007. 
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Every time legislators make a decision to allocate 
public dollars to higher education - through the 
appropriations. tuition, or financial aid processes -
they need co remember that a decision in one area 
will have implications for other areas. A new and 
more strategic approach to determining state higher 
education appropriations decisions would: 

► Move the focus from each institution to overall 
state goals and prio rities. 

► More clearly communicate overall state 
performance goals to institutions. 

► Eliminate the year-to-year incremental budget 
increases and replace them with a more 
strategic process. 

► Eliminate the tendency for higher education 
appropriations to fluctuate based on the 
economy. 

► Better link the three primary postsecondary 
funding decisions - appropriations, tuition, and 
financial aid. 
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